
 

The instructions contained in this document apply to the following part 

numbers: 

 

861-181 SUPPLIES - MIRROR PHOTOGRAPHIC STAINLESS STEEL BUCCAL LATERAL 

861-183 SUPPLIES - MIRROR PHOTOGRAPHIC STAINLESS STEEL CHILD/ADULT BUCCAL 

861-185 SUPPLIES - MIRROR PHOTOGRAPHIC STAINLESS STEEL CHILD/ADULT OCCL SMALL 

861-187 SUPPLIES - MIRROR PHOTOGRAPHIC STAINLESS STEEL CHILD/ADULT OCCL LARGE 
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The recommended methods are steam 
autoclave or dry heat sterilization.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOTH AUTOCLAVE 
AND DRY HEAT STERILIZATION:

1. Ultrasonic Cleaning: Use standard 
ultrasonic cleaner and solution, taking care 
to prevent the mirror from contacting any 
other product or metal cassette tray.

2. Hand Wash: Hand wash the mirror with 
non-abrasive material (soft tissue or gauze).

3. Sterilization: After ultrasonic cleaning 
and hand washing the photographic 
mirrors, prior to sterilization, we strongly 
recommend to pat the mirror dry with 
a gauze sponge or lint free surgical 
towel. This will eliminate any water spots 
during sterilization. Wrap the mirror in a 
surgical towel, if you choose, when you 
are autoclaving. If you choose to dry heat 
sterilize the mirror you can wrap this 
product, making sure the mirror does not 
come in contact with any other products 
and/or metal cassette trays.
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Photographic Mirrors
            631-090A through 631-090G

Cleaning & Sterilization Instructions

Photographic Mirrors
            631-090A through 631-090G

Cleaning & Sterilization Instructions
REF REF

® ®

#631-090C #631-090C

#631-090D #631-090D#631-090E #631-090E#631-090F #631-090F

#631-090G #631-090G

#631-090A #631-090A#631-090B #631-090B

Note:  
Chemical (Cold) Sterilants: In regards to chemical sterilants, there is such a large 
variety of this particular product in both the orthodontic and dental field. It is 
difficult for Ortho Organizers to recommend one particular cold sterilant for chemical 
sterilization.  Cold sterilants in 90% of the procedures have proven to be acceptable. 
Keep in mind that problems do arise with cold sterilants, such as streaks or pitting on 
the mirror. If you choose to go with cold sterilization, we recommend you contact the 
manufacturer or experiment with only one mirror, to see the final results.
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